
175th speaker series

By Joe Kammlah

Beginning this month, the Fredericksburg 175th-anniversary committee will host a series

of lectures on the early years of Fredericksburg and especially the events leading up to the

signing of the famous treaty between the German settlers and Comanche Penateka in 1847.

Drs. Dan Gelo, Christopher J. Wickham, and James Kearny, along with local historical

Glen Treibs, will be guests over the next few months to discuss various topics of early German

settlement in Texas as well as the noted peace treaty with the Penateka tribe of the

Comanches.

The 1847 Meusebach-Comanche Peace Treaty, on loan from the Texas State Library

and Archives Commission, will be on display in the temporary gallery at the National Museum of

the Pacific War May 7-8. A list of all the events scheduled for the weekend of May 5-8 is listed

on the website, www.175th.org.

The lectures are a cooperative effort by the 175th Anniversary History Committee, the

Pioneer Museum and Gillespie County Historical Society, and the Admiral Nimitz Foundation.

The first in the series of lectures is set for Thursday, Feb. 17. Dr. Kearney will discuss

the “Causes of German Emigration and Patterns of Settlements by German Emigrants in

Texas”. The 7 p.m. presentation will be hosted by the GCHS in the sanctuary located on San

Antonio St. and is free of charge.

Kearney has written a number of books on Germans in Texas including “Nassau

Plantation,” the Texas German slave plantation settled by the German immigration society, the

Adelsverein. Kearney also translated from German the book “Friedrichsburg,” written by

Friedrich Armand Strubberg, also known as Dr. Schubbert. Schubbert played an interesting role

in early Fredericksburg and the book is available at the Pioneer Museum.

On Thursday, March 17, Drs. Gelo and Wickham will team up to present “Comanches:

Captives and Germans. The Art of Wilhelm Friedrich”, also in the sanctuary of the Historical

Society. Once again there is no admission charge for the 7 p.m. presentation.

Dr. Gelo, dean in the College of Liberal and Fine Arts at the University of Texas, San

Antonio, is one of the most sought-after experts on the American Indian. He has joined forces

with Dr. Wickham, Professor in the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures at UTSA,

and together the duo is researching the relationship between the Comanches and the German

settlers in Texas.

http://www.175th.org


Hoppy Hopkins, who will not be available that evening because he is involved in another

project, also contributed to the presentation.

On April 19 at 6 p.m., the GCHS will then host well-known local historian Treibs to talk

about the history of the Easter Fires and the Easter Fires Pageant. Treibs will also display

pageant souvenirs from his private collection. The event is free of charge.

On Thursday, April 21, Dr. Kearney returns to the GCHS for a 7 p.m. presentation on “Dr.

Friedrich Schubbert, AKA Friedrich Strubbert.” As Kearney writes on his webpage, he became

interested in Schubbert, who he described as “a gifted, complicated, and somewhat sinister

character who served as first colonial director of Fredericksburg, TX, and later took up a new

career in Germany writing adventure novels based on his first-hand experiences on the Texas

frontier.”

Then on Thursday, April 28, at 7 p.m., the Admiral Nimitz Foundation has scheduled an

additional presentation by Drs. Gelo and Wickham on the subject “Early Germans and the

Comanches.” The presentation will be in the Nimitz Ballroom and is free to the public.

These speakers were made available because of a $10,000 Humanities Texas Grant

which is funded by the State of Texas. The 175th committee applied for the funds last year.

Texas Humanities grants enable communities throughout the state to develop programs of local

interest promoting history, culture, and education.

The scholars were named to advise and consult with the 175th Anniversary Committee in

planning activities that include interactive, historical, and multicultural events. The names of the

175th Humanities Texas Scholars for Fredericksburg are Wickham (lead scholar), l Gelo, C. B.

“Hoppy” Hopkins (Comanche scholar), and Kearney.

The 175th anniversary history committee includes Joe Kammlah, Linda Langerhans,

Glen Treibs, Regina Weidenfeller, Marty Kaderli, Timothy Koock, Evelyn Weinheimer and Lacey

LaBleu. The overall committee is co-chaired by Tony Klein and Langerhans.


